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	JavaScript has come a long way from its humble beginnings in 1995 as part of the Netscape browser, to the high-performance JIT interpreters of today. Even just five years ago developers were blown away by Ajax and the yellow fade technique; now, complex JavaScript apps run into the hundreds of thousands of lines.


	In the last year, a new breed of JavaScript applications has appeared, giving an experience people were used to on the desktop, but that was unheard of on the Web. Gone are the slow page requests every time a user interacts with an application; instead, JavaScript engines are now so powerful we can keep state client side, giving a much more responsive and improved experience.


	It’s not just JavaScript engines that have improved; CSS3 and HTML5 specs haven’t finished the drafting stage, but they are already widely supported by modern browsers such as Safari, Chrome, Firefox, and—to some extent—IE9. Beautiful interfaces can be coded in a fraction of the time previously required, and without all that notorious image cutting and splicing. Support for HTML5 and CSS3 is getting better every day, but you’ll need to decide—based on your client base—whether to use these technologies.


	Moving state to the client side is no simple task. It requires a completely different development approach to server-side applications. You need to think about structure, templating, communicating with the server, frameworks, and much more. That’s where this book comes in; I’ll take you through all the steps necessary to create state-of-theart JavaScript applications.
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Installing, Troubleshooting, and Repairing Wireless NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2003
CD-ROM packed with diagnostic and troubleshooting software! 
 PRACTICAL, AUTHORITATIVE GUIDANCE ON KEEPING A WIRELESS NETWORK WORKING HARD FOR YOUR BUSINESS! 

 With annual equipment sales projected to grow to more than $5 billion by mid-decade, wireless networking is clearly a technology whose time has...
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Shipping Interdiction and the Law of the Sea (Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law)Cambridge University Press, 2009
In this comparative study of shipping interdiction, Douglas Guilfoyle considers the State action of stopping, searching and arresting foreign flag vessels and crew on the high seas in cases such as piracy, slavery, drug smuggling, fisheries management, migrant smuggling, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and maritime terrorism....
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Practical Android: 14 Complete Projects on Advanced Techniques and ApproachesApress, 2018

	
		Choose the best approach for your app and implement your solution quickly by leveraging complete projects. This book is a collection of practical projects that use advanced Android techniques and approaches, written by Android instructor Mark Wickham. Mark has taught a series of popular classes at Android development conferences...
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Grid and Cloud Database ManagementSpringer, 2011

	Since the 1960s, database systems have been playing a relevant role in the
	information technology field. By the mid-1960s, several systems were also available
	for commercial purposes. Hierarchical and network database systems provided
	two different perspectives and data models to organize data collections. In 1970,
	E. Codd wrote a...
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Wheels and Axles (Early Bird Physics Series)Lerner Publications, 2001
You work every day. At home, one of your chores may be painting. At school, you work when you sharpen your pencil. You work at snack time. And you work when you race in gym. Eating and playing are work, too!

About the Authors

Sally M. Walker is the author of many books for young readers. When she isn’t busy writing and...
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Electric Power Substations Engineering, Second Edition (The Electric Power Engineering)CRC Press, 2007
…this book provides a good overview of the many areas that need to be planned for in the construction of a new substation. … [The] chapters give a good description, along with many photographs and schematics … This would be an excellent book for substation engineers, substation project planners and as a supplemental book for...
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